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Subject: Academic Evaluations
Date: Tuesday, December 12, 2017 4:00:32 PM
Attachments: Academic Evaluation Cycles.xlsx

Academic Evaluation Ratings.xlsx

Good afternoon!
We have started tracking evaluations in Colleague so the system can provide you with reports. To be
consistent with the next evaluation date, all Fall evaluations are marked as due on 09/01/XX and all
Spring are marked as due on 02/01/XX. However, when an evaluation is actually submitted, the date
it was signed by the employee is the date logged into the system (regardless of when it was actually
submitted to HR or filed in their personnel file).
In an effort to help colleges and managers know which evaluations are due/overdue, we have added
a column that marks an evaluation as overdue if not completed by the “next evaluation date”. Please
note that all Fall 2017 evaluations will show as overdue as we entered 09/01/17 as the due date.
These evaluations are technically due at the end of the Fall semester.
Another note: If the employee has never been evaluated, we entered a “PSD” (New Position) code in
the system which matches the hiring date. This date will populate in the “Last Eval Date” column.
This does NOT mean the employee was evaluated on this date.
I recommend you refer to the collective bargaining units agreements for more information on the
evaluation cycles and due dates. I have attached a key for the evaluation cycles to aid in reviewing
the report.

These reports will go out on the 1st of each month. However, sometime this week, IS will send out
the initial reports as a test. Please note, the full-time faculty and academic administrator evaluation
data is in one report and the adjunct data is in another.
I hope you find this information helpful in tracking all academic evaluations and their due dates.
Please let me know if you have any questions and/or corrections. Also, if you have adjunct faculty
who no longer report to you, please let us know so we can end their assignment(s).
Sandi
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		Code		Description		Notes

		PSD		Position Start Date		To be entered at time of hire into the position

		AA1		Admin - First Year		Academic Administrator First Year

		AA2		Admin - Second Year		Academic Administrator Second Year

		AAR		Admin - Regular (2 yrs)		Academic Administrator Regular

		AAS		Admin - Supplemental		Academic Administrator Supplemental

		AACC		Admin - Chan Cab		Academic Administrator Chancellor's Cabinet Annual Evaluation

		F1		Faculty - First Contract		Tenure Track First Contract Year

		F2		Faculty - Second Contract		Tenure Track Second Contract Year

		F3		Faculty - Third Contract		Tenure Track Third Contract Year

		F4		Faculty - Fourth Contract		Tenure Track Fourth Contract Year

		FR		Faculty - Tenured (3 yrs)		Regular Tenured Faculty (every three years)

		FT		Faculty - Temporary		Full-time Categorically Funded or Temporary Faculty

		AD1		Adjunct - 1st Semester		Adjunct First Semester

		AD2		Adjunct - 2nd Semester		Adjunct Second Semester

		AD3		Adjunct - 3rd Semester		Adjunct Third Semester

		AD6		Adjunct - Every 6 Sem		Adjunct Regular (every six semesters)

		ADS		Adjunct - Supplemental		Adjunct Supplemental
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		Code		Description		Notes

		EXCEL		Excellent		Chancellor's Cabinet

		GOOD		Good		Chancellor's Cabinet

		FAIR		Fair		Chancellor's Cabinet

		POOR		Poor		Chancellor's Cabinet

		UNACCEPT		Unacceptable		Academic Administrators & Chancellor's Cabinet

		EXCEED		Exceeds Standards		Academic Administrators

		MEETS		Meets Standards		Academic Administrators

		NEEDS		Needs Improvement		Academic Administrators

		FAILS		Fails to Meet Standards		Academic Administrators

		RE		Re-Employ		Full-time Faculty

		NRE		Not Re-Employ		Full-time Faculty

		NA		Not Applicable (Adjunct)		Adjunct only
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